November 14, 2023

Dianna Seaborn, Director
Office of Financial Assistance
U.S. Small Business Administration
409 3rd Street SW
Washington, DC 20416

RE: RIN 3245-AI03, 2023-19183, Criminal Justice Reviews for the U.S. Small Business Administration’s Business Loan Programs and Surety Bond Guaranty Program,

Dear Director Seaborn:

The undersigned organizations appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Small Business Association’s (“SBA’s”) proposed rule on Criminal Justice Reviews for the SBA Business Loan Programs and Surety Bond Guaranty Program. We support the actions taken by the SBA to revise its program regulations to remove restrictions based on a loan applicant’s criminal history, and we commend the explanation for this action in the commentary.

In this letter we highlight some of the welcome changes and provide additional support for them. In addition, we recommend one additional regulatory change that would apply to all the affected business and disaster loan programs. We also urge the SBA to encourage intermediary lenders more explicitly and directly to conform their policies to those now adopted by the SBA.

As the SBA notes in its introduction to the proposed rule, the Small Business Act’s provision giving the SBA authority to inquire into a loan applicant’s criminal background is permissive, and it gives the SBA significant latitude regarding “whether and how to consider criminal history in the context of issuing loan guarantees.” Based on existing empirical research, the SBA has now concluded that there is no sound reason to continue to make such inquiries. The SBA explains that while the original intent of its criminal history restrictions was likely to protect the performance of SBA’s capital programs against a presumed higher likelihood of default, there appears to be “no evidence of a negative impact on repayment for qualified individuals with criminal history records in any American business loan program.” Accordingly, the SBA believes that continuing to rely on these criminal history restrictions “would contradict the available evidence” and “reflect an outdated, inaccurate structural bias against individuals with criminal history records.” The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has reached a similar conclusion.

---

1 88 Fed. Reg. 63534. The Act provides that “the Administrator may verify the applicant’s criminal background, or lack thereof, through the best available means . . .”. 15 U.S.C. 636(a)(1)(B). The SBA is proposing to revise the 7(a), 504, Microloan, ILP, SBG and Disaster Loan Program regulations requiring criminal background reviews.
3 Id.
4 See Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), Justice-Involved Individuals and the Consumer Financial Marketplace 34 (Jan. 2022) (“There is limited evidence to suggest that criminal history decreases creditworthiness.”), https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/cfpb_jic_report_2022-01.pdf. This 2022 CFPB report points out that “[t]he approach largely adopted by government programs contrasts with that of private lenders,” and that “financial institutions generally do not screen small business credit applicants on the basis of criminal history.” Id. See additional discussion at notes 26-28, infra.
We therefore commend the SBA’s decision to revise its program regulations to remove consideration of most criminal records in recognition that it is sound economic and social policy to reduce barriers for small business entrepreneurs with criminal history records. Given the lack of evidence that would correlate criminal history with creditworthiness that the SBA recognizes, the disqualification requirements tied to involvement in the criminal law system reflected in the current provisions are arbitrary and needlessly harmful. We welcome this important step in the dismantling of the SBA’s structure of criminal record-based discrimination, a dismantling that began in the early weeks of the pandemic with bipartisan support. We note that other federal agencies have taken similar positions in connection with housing and employment.

We also commend the SBA’s important complementary action to omit from application forms inquiries about business owners’ criminal history, just as we supported its decision last spring to remove “character” as a regulatory loan criterion, and to revise its Standard Operating Procedures to omit the requirement that applicants with a felony conviction submit to an FBI background check and undergo a “character determination” by the SBA. It seems likely that the unexpected prospect of referral to the FBI has discouraged many justice-impacted business owners from completing the application process, and the statistics cited by the SBA in its proposed rule appear to evidence this.

The proposed changes in the rules will be particularly beneficial for communities of color that have been adversely affected by the rules as they are currently written. Due to systemic racism embedded in the criminal law system, the population subject to arrest and prosecution is disproportionately Black and Hispanic; as a result, the population with a criminal history is also disproportionately Black and

---


8 The deterrent effect of the existing rules seems evident from the statistics cited by the SBA in its discussion of the proposed rule:

[O]ut of more than 50,000 thousand loans made annually, SBA lenders have submitted to SBA for review approximately 586 Character determination requests containing information on criminal history records involving felonies. SBA declines on average only 17–23 of the requests per year due to the nature of the offense or incomplete judicial records.

88 Fed. Reg. at 63538. Unless the SBA approved close to 100% of the loan applications referred for character determinations under the process in effect prior to August 2023, which seems to us unlikely, the most logical reading of these statistics is that a substantial percentage of justice-impacted owners withdrew from the process at the point they were required to provide fingerprints for a referral to the FBI, the prelude to a character determination under SOP 50 10 6 (Oct. 1, 2020). If the questions about criminal history on the application form were not enough to deter justice-impacted business owners, the prospect of an FBI investigation probably was.

Hispanic.10 Because these justice-impacted individuals have historically faced structural barriers to employment,11 many turn to entrepreneurship as a means of providing for themselves and their families.12 As a result, individuals of color are likely to be disproportionately impacted by the criminal record restrictions of the rules in their current state.

An additional consequence of limiting access to justice-impacted individuals pursuing entrepreneurship is that it further inhibits their ability to build wealth.13 Black and Hispanic households affected by incarceration face greater barriers to economic mobility than their white counterparts, as demonstrated by the disparity in their ability to receive loans.14 This challenge was illuminated during the pandemic when Congress passed the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (“CARES”) Act, which was meant to provide support to small-business owners.15 Fortunately, many of the restrictions that led to that outcome were lifted,16 but this history demonstrates the importance of ensuring that there are not unnecessary restrictions barring justice-impacted individuals from accessing capital and ultimately building wealth for themselves and their communities.

An important part of SBA’s mission is to “strengthen the overall economy of our nation.”17 The proposed changes would accomplish this goal by rectifying the potential detrimental impact that previous restrictions have had not only on “small business owners with past criminal records” but on “the economies of the communities they serve.”18 The SBA’s criminal history restrictions have likely contributed to the racial inequalities in our economy.19 In addition, given that criminal recidivism is

---

12 CFPB, Justice-Involved Individuals, supra note 4 at 35 (“individuals returning from incarceration are 50 percent more likely to become entrepreneurs than people who have never been incarcerated”).
14 Id.
15 Because of the criminal record-based restrictions that initially applied to loans under the CARES Act, researchers have estimated that 212,655 small businesses were ineligible for relief by virtue of a recent felony conviction. See Shawn D. Bushway et al., Small Businesses, Criminal Histories, and the Paycheck Protection Program (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2021), available at https://www.rand.org/pubs/research_reports/RRA1295-1.html. The authors of this study estimate that just under 4% of all small business owners have a criminal history, and about 1.5% have a felony record. See also Keith Finlay, Michael Mueller-Smith, & Brittany Street, Criminal Disqualifications in the Paycheck Protection Program, U.S. Census Bureau (June 2020), https://www.census.gov/content/dam/Census/library/working-papers/2020/econ/cjars-ppp-adep-working-paper-20200622.pdf.

---
estimated to reduce the annual GDP by $65 billion dollars, the SBA’s restrictions have likely diminished the strength of our nation’s economy. As the SBA noted, “entrepreneurship provid[es] an important and distinct avenue for economic stability” for justice-impacted individuals given the “persistent stigma from employers who may decline to hire people with criminal history records.” Justice-impacted individuals who are employed recidivate at a lower rate than those who do not obtain employment. Therefore, reducing barriers to successful entrepreneurship is aligned with the SBA’s mission of strengthening the economy.

In sum, we commend the SBA’s proposal to remove unnecessary regulatory and procedural restrictions that have effectively limited access to capital for justice-impacted business owners and the communities they serve. We believe that these changes will provide much needed opportunities for these entrepreneurs to provide for themselves and their families, to the betterment of the communities they live in and serve.

We would add one further comment directed at the SBA’s decision to continue imposing categorical ineligibility on business owners who are incarcerated. We understand that this remaining criminal history restriction is based on an assumption that a confined person will likely “lack the ability to manage and execute day-to-day business operations,” and therefore be unable to satisfy the statutory requirement that loans be “of such sound value or so secured as reasonably to assure repayment.” While this assumption may have some validity in the case of sole proprietors who are incarcerated, the collateral consequence that the SBA proposes to retain applies to any 20% owner of a business. Thus, a business owned and operated by several individuals could be disqualified based on one owner’s imprisonment, even if the other owners were fully able “to manage and execute day-to-day business operations.” For example, we can imagine a situation where a family-owned business could be effectively managed by four family members who were not incarcerated, even if the fifth family member owner was. Accordingly, we question whether it makes sense, in terms of the statutory concern for “sound value,” to retain this consequence as a categorical basis for ineligibility. To disqualify an entire business because of the circumstances of one of its several owners appears unnecessary and punitive.

Therefore, we propose that the SBA consider loosening this categorical exclusion to allow case-by-case decisions when some owners who are not in prison are fully capable of managing the business and securing the value of the loan, even though one owner may be serving a prison sentence. If the disqualifying circumstances of one owner can disqualify the entire business without regard to practicalities, this consequence appears rooted in unwarranted assumptions about an individual’s “just deserts” as opposed a concern for the “sound value” of the loan.

******

21 Zoukis, supra note 20.
While we recognize that the proposed rules revisions are a significant change, we urge the government to go further and to encourage private lenders to follow suit. We believe that the SBA’s regulations can set the standard for private lenders, noting that “some financial institutions look to SBA’s rules in forming their own internal policies on lending to business applicants with criminal histories.” Accordingly, we urge the SBA to do more to explicitly and directly encourage intermediary lenders not to discriminate against those with criminal records. The commentary to the proposed regulation states that the SBA does not intend to affect a lender’s ability to conduct criminal history background checks according to their own policies, as long as a policy complies with the Equal Credit Opportunity Act and other applicable laws. However, we think that the SBA would do better to encourage lenders to revisit their own practices regarding the use of criminal history in light of SBA’s finding that “there is no evidence of a negative impact on repayment for qualified individuals with criminal history records in any American business loan program.” That is, we believe that the SBA should encourage lending institutions to limit disqualification based on criminal history to cases where an applicant is unable to provide assurances of sound value because they are incarcerated.

******

In conclusion, we commend the SBA for taking this long overdue action to support justice-impacted entrepreneurs who are already dealing with countless barriers to successful reintegration into society. Many current restrictions applicable to individuals with a criminal history, including some imposed by the federal government, continue to unfairly punish them long after their sentence has been fully served. Without these revisions, the existing provisions present yet another deterrent to one of the most promising means of employment for many justice-impacted individuals. Revising these requirements will facilitate a promising path forward for them, and positively benefit our economy and society.

Thank you for considering these comments. We can be reached at staff@ccresourcemcenter.org with any questions.

26 Best & Hayes, supra note 9.
28 Id. at 63535. This would appear particularly appropriate in light of a recent CFPB finding from its supervision program on various types of loans, but particularly small business loans, that “the discovery of criminal records prompted enhanced or second-level underwriting review.” See CFPB, Supervisory Highlights 17 (Issue 30, Summer 2023), https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/documents/cfpb_supervisory-highlights_issue-30_2023-07.pdf. This CFPB report noted that there were “variations amongst the policies and procedures as to how the lender identified criminal records and which violations or charges triggered further review or denial,” and that “without clear guidelines and well-defined standards designed to meet legitimate business needs, lenders risked violating ECOA and Regulation B by applying these underwriting restrictions in a manner that could discriminate on a prohibited basis.” Id. This variation is particularly noteworthy in light of a CFPB statement from a report the previous year: “Outside of government programs, financial institutions generally do not screen small business credit applicants on the basis of criminal history, basing their underwriting decisions on creditworthiness, as determined by credit history and ability to repay.” CFPB, Justice-Involved Individuals, supra note 4 at 34. The fact that financial institutions generally do not screen small business loan applicants based on criminal history is strong evidence that such screens are not necessary to advance legitimate business needs. Those institutions that do engage in these practices should seriously reconsider them in light of their likely unwarranted adverse impacts.
Respectfully submitted,
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